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Klippel News
The Klippel GmbH has announced that in March 2012 

Prof. Dr. Klippel will be holding his yearly three-day lecture 
at the Technical University of Dresden. The dates are now 
confirmed and are March 26 to March 28, 2012. The title 
for this leacture series will be “Sound Quality of Audio 
Systems.” Students, as well as engineers, working in the fields 
of loudspeaker research, development, and quality control are 
welcome to attend. Participation fees will be $401.52 (€300 
+VAT) per person. Students will be granted free entry. For 
more information, visit www.klippel.de. 

 Also currently available for download on the Klippel web-
site are Professor Klippels’ handouts to his presentations at 
the recent AES conventions in London and New York, plus 
ISEAT in Shenzhen. The title for 130th AES Convention in 
London was “Scanning the Magnetic Field in Loudspeakers.” 
For the 131st AES Convention in New York, it was “Hot 

and NonLinear.” And in ISEAT in China, there were three 
titles: “Irregular Distortion Caused by Defects,” “Regular 
Distortion Caused by Design,” and “Sound Radiation and 
Cone Vibration.” 

Tang-Band Adds Ferrite Versions
Neodymium (rare earth) magnet prices increased enor-

mously in the past eight months, and impacted all of Tang-
Band’s neo drivers’ pricing.   The TB Speakers engineering 
team spent about three months developing equivalent per-
formance drivers for many of the company’s drivers using 
standard ferrite magnets.  Here is a list of former neo motor 
products that now have ferrite versions. The company has 
added an “F” to the model number for the new ferrite line 
of drivers as follows:
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Seems like all of a sudden,
compact arrays are big
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Tuning Forks:  Let Your Ears Do Th e Math!

Peter J. Andrews, Sr. Electro-Acoustics Engineer

While many audiophiles and engineers are aware that beryllium is the lightest and stiff est metal for electro-acoustic transducers, it is 

perhaps not easy to grasp the vast performance advantages it has over other common ‘lightweight’ metals from a theoretical discussion 

like our white paper 1.  For an easily audible demonstration, we machined three tuning forks to the exact same dimensions; one made of 

aluminum, one of titanium, and one of beryllium.  We hope you had a chance to ‘ping’ these at a recent trade show demonstration.

              

Th e fi rst thing you might notice when picking up the three forks is the diff erence in weight, with the titanium feeling much heavier in 

your hands compared to the other two.  Titanium, of course, has a relatively high density, at 4.50g/cm3.  Th e aluminum fork is defi nitely 

lighter, at 2.70g/cm3,  and the beryllium fork even lighter than that, only 1.85g/cm3.  Th e actual masses of our example tuning forks are:

  Aluminum Fork = 55.7 g (2.0 oz.)

  Titanium Fork = 93.7 g (3.3 oz.)

  Beryllium Fork = 38.5 g (1.4 oz.)

Th e next thing you might notice is that the aluminum and titanium forks ring at nearly the same pitch (roughly C5) when struck on a 

hard surface, but the beryllium rings at a much higher pitch (roughly E6).  Even though titanium is ~1.6x stiff er than aluminum, it is 

also ~1.7x heavier, giving essentially the same resonant frequency in both materials.
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Beyma Adds Ferrite Versions of Pro Sound Drivers

Photo 1: New Beyma drivers using ferrite magnets

Craig Georgi Remembered

VC

Craig Georgi (1948-2011)



A weekend to remember!
March 9-12 – Jacksonville, Florida

AXPONA presents its opening high-end audio show of the year,
March 9-12 at the Omni Jacksonville Hotel on Florida’s First Coast.

AXPONA is dedicated to preserving superior quality music playback by producing events for high-end
audiophile consumers who demand the world’s finest equipment. Join us and other music lovers for a weekend

of beautiful weather, good company and amazing music.

Headlining the expo is a live concert weekend by the Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra (March 8-10)
in a world-class hall designed for an acoustically intimate experience.

Jacksonville offers the optimal mix of urban charm, vibrant culture, oceanfront lifestyle and Florida’s natural beauty.
And it’s just around the corner from historic St. Augustine, TPC Sawgrass and other great attractions.

This event is OPEN TO THE PUBLIC.
Log on to AXPONA.com for tickets and information or call (877) 246-3892 or (386) 256-4993.

Register NOW and get a special price for premium Symphony tickets.

Stay tuned for future AXPONA shows with Omni Hotels in some of America’s finest destinations.
Media Sponsors include Stereophile, The Absolute Sound, EnjoytheMusic.com and other fine publications.
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 Spotlight

Photo1: The Woofer Tester package received from Dayton Audio

Figure 1: Test lead calibration of the WT3

Dayton Audio Woofer 
Tester WT3
By Vance Dickason

When I was asked to do a report on the Dayton Audio 
WT3 Woofer Tester, my first impression was that this 
was strictly a DIY product. I mean, how professional 
can you get for $89? I will have to say, however, that I 
was pleasantly surprised with the results.

 As you can see in the accompanying photograph (see 
Photo 1), the woofer tester consists of a USB cable with 
a small 2.5" × 1.25" × 0.5" enclosure that hosts the ana-
lyzer interface, and a CD-ROM disk with the software, 
plus a 1% resistor for calibration. WT3 is licensed from 
True Audio and was designed by True Audio’s chief engi-
neer, John Murphy. Voice Coil has reported on other True 
Audio products previously, which included the TrueRTA 
analyzer (Voice Coil, September 2005), and True Audio’s 
box design software, WinSpeakerz (Voice Coil, August 
1997).

 Operating the WT3 is very straightforward and easy 
to understand. Step 1 is to load the software onto a com-
puter hard drive. WT3 is compatible with Win7, Vista, 
and XP. I loaded it into a Windows XP desktop. Prior to 
launching the software, you are instructed to plug in the 
USB interface for at least 90 seconds. Once that is accom-
plished, you launch the WT3 software and can begin 
measurements. When the program initializes, it brings up 
the main screen as seen in Figure 1. Two calibration pro-
cedures need to be accomplished before proceeding. The 
first is to short out the two alligator clip leads, pull down 
the “Impedance Analyzer” menu, and click on “Test Leads 
Calibration.” Note that you need to confirm that your 
computer’s audio is set at full volume prior to doing this. 
The next calibration routine requires a 1-kΩ precision 
resistor (or any other known value resistor between 500 to 
2 kΩ), which Dayton Audio has included in the package. 
Pulling down the same Impedance Analyzer menu, select 
Impedance Calibration, enter the value of the resistor you 
are using, 1 kΩ in this case, and hit OK. Figure 2 gives 
the result showing the analyzer measuring exactly 1 kΩ 
as expected.

 To measure the TS parameter of a driver, clamp the 
driver to a solid surface and connect the WT3 leads 
to the driver terminals, then click the “Measure Free 
Air Parameter” button on the left side of the screen. 
This will be followed by a 2-second gliding sweep tone 
resulting in the measured impedance and parameters as 
illustrated in Figure 3. Since we have not filled in any 
of the information at the top right of the screen, all we 
currently have are the driver’s Re, Fs, Qts, Qes, Qms, 
and Le. 

 WT3 can use any of three methods to get the Vas and 
other remaining parameters. These are delta compliance 

Figure 2: 1-kHz precision resistor calibration of the WT3

Figure 3: Free-air sweep of the DUT showing basic TS parameters
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(test box method), delta mass (added mass method), 
or a specified SPL method. In my case, I measured out 
10 grams of clay on a precision scale (for $99 Dayton 
will include a nice digital scale for measuring the added 
mass), affixed it to the dust cap, selected added mass, 
typed in 10 in the “grams” box, entered the piston 
diameter in inches, and hit the “Measure Vas” button. 
Looking at the results in Figure 4, you can see that we 
have now produced a complete TS parameter set.  For a 
quick look at driver parameters, WT3 is very effective.

 If all WT3 did was measure TS parameters, it would 

Figure 4: Vas sweep of the DUT showing the complete set of TS 

parameters

Figure 5: Initial calibration screen for the WT3 Rub & Buzz test

be a bargain at $89, but the software also includes a very 
interesting Rub & Buzz routine that was surprisingly 
sensitive. The WT3 patent-pending R & B test is done 
with only an impedance sweep, and as such does not 
require the use of a measurement microphone. 

 The process begins with analyzing a known-good 
unit, as seen in Figure 5. In this case, I used the same 
driver (an SB Acoustics SB12NRX 4" woofer—which 
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Photo 2: Picture of the “disturbance” mass added to the DUT for 

the Rub & Buzz test

was included in my December 2011 Test Bench col-
umn—that was used to get the TS parameter readout. 
You only need to hit the “Rub & Buzz” button on the 
left side of the screen to run a sweep and establish a driv-
er as the “golden” DUT. I then placed a very small piece 
of adhesive tape that was so light I couldn’t measure it 
on my scale, meaning that it was less than 0.1 grams. 
Photo 2 shows the “disturbance” mass I added to the 
SB Acoustics 4" woofer. I hit the “Rub & Buzz” button 
again, which resulted in the “Failed” screen shown in 
Figure 6. As you can gather from the results, the tech-
nique is quite sensitive. John Murphy is currently writ-
ing a “white paper” on his patent-pending Rub & Buzz 
impedance technique. When it is ready, I will feature it 
in an upcoming issue of Voice Coil.

 WT3 can also be used to measure and QC crossover 
components. To test out how well this works, I mea-
sured a 0.25-mH air core inductor, a 10-μF Poly Dayton 
capacitor, and a 0.51-Ω Dayton low-inductance resistor. 
Again, you connect the leads of the component to the 
WT3 alligator clips and hit the appropriate button, R, 
L, or C. As you can see in Figure 7, the results were very 
good and confirmed with a BK Precision RLC bridge. 

 All of this taken together for a mere $89, it’s a great 
tool to have at your desk if you don’t feel like going 
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Figure 7: LCR inductor, capacitor, and resistor component test 

results

Figure 6: Failure screen that detected the “disturbance” mass

to your lab and using the big guns. For more on the 
Dayton Audio WT3 Woofer Tester, visit either the Parts 
Express website at www.parts-express.com or the Dayton 
Audio website at www.daytonaudio.com. VC
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 Spotlight

Figure 1: Frequency response of Eminence Delta 12LFC

Driver Selection for 
Multi-Way Speakers
By Dr. Richard Honeycutt

For the first decades after Kellogg and Rice introduced the 
electrodynamic speaker in 1921, listeners were satisfied 

just to be able to hear sound of any kind from a radio or a 
phonograph. However, it was recognized early on that the 
speakers in motion-picture theaters benefited from having 
separate low-frequency and high-frequency drivers, each 
optimized for its own frequency range. Then in the late 
1940s, a market for improved sound emerged in “Hi-Fi” for 
the home. Consequently, names were needed to easily identi-
fy the various speakers in a cabinet. The woofer was adopted 
for the low-frequency speaker, tweeter for the high-frequency 
reproducer, and squawker for the middle-frequency trans-
ducer. As the paradigm progressed, additional low-mid and 
high-mid (and more recently, super-high frequency) speak-
ers were added to some designs, though, as Paul Klipsch 
observed, “with no new contributions to the nomenclature.”

As the loudspeaker industry matured, most manufacturers 
have standardized upon two-way and three-way speakers, 
additional splitting of the spectrum has been found to con-
tribute to both crossover design issues and cost, but little, 
if any, improvement in the sound or marketability of the 
speaker. Whether a speaker is designed for professional sound 
reinforcement, studio monitoring, or home audio, its sound 
quality and durability are heavily influenced by the extent to 
which the woofer, tweeter (and mid, if there be such) play 
well together. While some aspects of optimally choosing 
these drivers are obvious, one or two criteria are more subtle. 
These different aspects are discussed in the paragraphs that 
follow, but the order in which they are discussed should not 
be taken as significant. Since many of these aspects interact, 
the selection process is an iterative one.

The Low-Frequency Driver
Maximum SPL—Electrical Limit: The SPL of a speaker 

system, as of its drivers, is specified as dBSPL at 1 m, usually 
with an input of 2.828 V (nominally 1 W at 8 Ω). Knowing 
the desired maximum sustained sound pressure at a specific 
distance and the approximate acoustical environment, the 
designer can work backward to arrive at the appropriate 
driver specification. For example, a recording studio monitor 
(not a control-room monitor, as these have different issues) 
might be expected to produce a maximum average of 95 
dBSPL at a distance of  3 m on-axis in a room having a rever-
beration time under 1 s. For most studio monitor speakers, 3 
m is far enough away to be considered as being in the far field. 
Depending upon the studio dimensions, the critical distance 
may well be within the 2-to-3-m range, so the decrease of 
sound level may be about 3 to 5 dB per doubling of frequen-
cy. However, using free-field conditions as a worst-case limit, 
a level of 95 dBSPL at 3 m corresponds to a level of about 

104.5 dBSPL at 1 m, so the combination of low-frequency 
driver sensitivity and electrical power handling must allow at 
least this much level at 1 m, throughout the frequency range 
to be used in the system.

Maximum SPL—Mechanical Limit: The mechanical 
limit of SPL is imposed by the excursion limit at which physi-
cal driver damage can occur. For practical considerations, the 
specification xmax is used, which includes both magnetic-
field and mechanical excursion limitations. The required 
excursion depends upon the diameter, Qtc of the driver, and 
the cabinet design—being smallest for low-frequency horns, 
longer for transmission line speakers and vented boxes using 
common alignments, and longest for closed boxes. Standard 
references such as Vance Dickason’s Loudspeaker Design 
Cookbook discuss methods of determining the needed xmax. 
This involves converting the needed SPL at 1 m into acoustic 
power, then finding the necessary volume displacement of 
the low-frequency driver’s cone. This volume displacement 
is then divided by the cone area to yield the needed xmax. 

Frequency Response: Driver frequency response and cross-
over frequency are to some extent a chicken-and-egg ques-
tion. Since even very good speakers have differences in color-
ation, the crossover point should ideally be chosen so that it 
does not occur in a range in which the ear is most sensitive 
to naturalness of reproduction. We are most likely to notice 
a change in coloration of sound if it occurs in the middle 
fundamental voice range. Thus, most designers choose to 
cross from woofer to midrange somewhere above 1 kHz. 
This is still in the voice range, but above the fundamental 
voice frequencies. Often, the choice of crossover frequency 
is at least partially dictated by the available drivers. In either 
case, the woofer should possess a relatively flat response to 

Figure 2: Speaker directivity
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Figure 3: Eminence Alpha-6C frequency response 

Figure 4: Frequency response of Tang Band 28-1582S 1" dome 

tweeter

late 1920s forward1 indicate that for most musical ensembles, 
SPL peaks somewhere in the 200 to 600-Hz range, and 
decreases at a rate of about 20 dB per decade above that 
frequency. This is the same as saying that SPL decreases with 
increase in frequency at a rate of 6 dB per octave. Thus, if the 
electrical power rating for the woofer is multiplied by the ratio:

600 Hz/(high-pass crossover frequency 
of the midrange drive)

 
a conservative rating for the needed electrical power rating of 
the midrange driver can be obtained. This approach is often 
used by manufacturers who specify a “system power” for 
midrange and HF drivers, rather than a continuous long-term 
average power rating. The rating is conservative because the 
octave just above the crossover frequency is statistically likely to 
contain the most power of any octave in the driver’s passband, 
and at the low end of that octave, half or so of the total power 
in the octave, including the crossover frequency is fed to the 
woofer.

Maximum SPL—Mechanical Limit: The calculation of 
required xmax is done in the same way as it is for a woofer, 
except that the frequency used in the calculation for the mid 
driver is the crossover frequency, not the low-frequency limit 
of the system as for the woofer. Some manufacturers specify a 
maximum electrical power at a certain frequency rather than 
listing xmax for midrange drivers. This specification can be 
converted for use with other frequencies if you remember 
that the acoustical power is proportional to the excursion and 
the excursion is inversely proportional to the fourth power of 
frequency. Thus, a midrange driver rated as 25-W continuous 
average power (10 W above 2 kHz) could handle a brief 

somewhat above the crossover frequency. If a first-order, low-
pass filter is used in the crossover, and 1-dB flatness is desired, 
the woofer response should be within about 2 dB of flat up 
to at least twice the crossover frequency. For a second-order 
crossover, the woofer response should be within 2 dB of flat up 
to a half-octave (roughly 40%) above the crossover frequency. 
For a third-order crossover, that level of flatness should extend 
to at least one-third octave (roughly 26%) above the crossover 
frequency. 

Figure 1 shows the frequency response of an Eminence Delta 
12LFC professional woofer. A first-order crossover applied to 
this woofer should optimally occur at or below 600 Hz; the 
second-order at about 850 Hz; and the third-octave at about 
960 Hz. Optimum crossover frequency also depends partially 
upon  directivity issues, and will be discussed later.

Size and Directivity: Maximum required excursion of a 
driver is inversely proportional to the cone area, thus doubling 
the diameter of a speaker (quadrupling the cone area) reduces 
required excursion by a factor of four. This means that larger 
speakers can show an increase in the possible electroacoustic 
conversion efficiency of the driver as well as a decrease in both 
amplitude- and frequency-modulation distortion, both of 
which increase with excursion. However, larger drivers tend to 
cost more and require larger enclosures, plus the directivity of a 
driver depends upon its diameter.

The Midrange & High-Frequency Drivers
Maximum SPL—Electrical Limit: Tests made from the 
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peak of 160 W at twice 2 kHz = 4 kHz (i.e., 24 × 10 W) 
without exceeding xmax, although (1) the 25-W electrical 
limit would still apply to the long-term average power, and 
(2) depending upon the construction, a 160-W pulse could 
open the voice coil.  As an example, the Eminence Alpha-
6C, a 6.5" midrange driver, has an xmax of 3.5 mm, which 
corresponds to an SPL of about 105.5 dB at 1 m at 140 Hz.

Frequency Response: The frequency response consider-
ations outlined earlier for woofers also apply to mids and 
tweeters, except that a good midrange speaker must have 
reasonably flat response both below and above its intended 
passband, and a tweeter should have pretty flat response 
below its passband. The factors given for crossovers of vari-
ous orders apply to mids and tweeters also. For calculating 
the flatness limits below the crossover frequency, 1/2 octave 
below the crossover frequency is about 70% of fc while 1/3 
octave below is about 80% of fc. 

Figure 3 shows the frequency response of an Eminence 
Alpha-6C cone midrange driver. This model has a reason-
ably flat frequency response from about 100 Hz to 4 kHz, 
making it useful with a second-order crossover from about 
140 Hz to 2.8 kHz.

Figure 4 shows the frequency response of a Tang Band 
28-1582S 1" dome tweeter. Based only upon frequency 
response, this unit would seem suitable for use with a second-
order crossover having a crossover frequency of 2.8 kHz or 
greater. The manufacturer lists the air gap height as 3 mm, 
although the xmax is not specified. As a rough estimate, we 
can assume about a 10% overhang. If the methods discussed 
earlier are used to determine maximum needed excursion 
for the required SPL at 2.8 kHz, the suitability of a 2.8-kHz 
crossover can be determined. In this case, an excursion of 
0.15 mm at 2.8 kHz works out to about 107 dBSPL at 1 m, 
which is below the maximum-power SPL of 114 dB at 1 m, 
but a 2.8-kHz crossover frequency may be fine, depending 
upon the necessary maximum SPL of the tweeter as used in 
the completed system. 

Size and Directivity: Numerous articles have been writ-
ten discussing whether a speaker should have uniform total 
sound power output with frequency or uniform SPL on 
axis. Since real acoustical sources become more directional as 
frequency increases, a speaker having uniform sound power 
output with frequency would be a real challenge to create 
unless the uniform sound power radiation was achieved by 
increasing the on-axis SPL with frequency to compensate 
for decreasing off-axis sound radiation at higher frequencies. 
Furthermore, we are accustomed to “room sound” being 
bassy in character, so we ignore the increase in perceived 
bass caused by lack of speaker directivity at lower frequen-
cies. However, it has been observed that multiway speakers 
do sound better if the decrease in total sound power output 
with frequency occurs smoothly rather than in abrupt jumps. 
This means that the directivity of a speaker system should 
not change abruptly at the crossover frequencies. Since 
the change in driver diameter from woofer to midrange to 
tweeter is necessary, we must find creative solutions to the 
problem of maintaining smooth transitions in directivity. 
Woofer manufacturers seldom specify the variation of the 

Parts Express is proud to announce Yung’s superbly engineered 
subwoofer plate amplifier line. Capable of operating at 100% power 
output for an 8-hour period, these new low profile designs deliver 
audiophile performance—even when subjected to the strenuous 
demands found in commercial environments.

Yung International Inc. has supplied components for over 
twenty five years and is the preferred choice of leading 
loudspeaker brands worldwide.  
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directional characteristics of their drivers with frequency, so 
it is left to the speaker system designer to make directionality 
measurements, unless the approximate values derived from 
Figure 2 are deemed accurate enough. 

  Smooth transition of directivity is much easier to achieve 
with horn-loaded midrange and tweeter drivers. Figure 5 
shows the directivity of an Electro-Voice EVH1152D/64 
two-way 15"-plus horn speaker system that accomplishes 
a smooth directivity transition. Since the mid/high driver 
is loaded by a constant-directivity horn, the directivity 
becomes more-or-less constant above the crossover fre-
quency. But, it transitions quite smoothly from the cone 
woofer’s increasing directivity with frequency to the constant 
directivity of the horn. 

  In a speaker using only cone drivers, smooth directiv-
ity transition is much more difficult to achieve, since the 
midrange and tweeter are usually nearly omnidirectional 
at crossover. Whereas, the woofer usually has some, and 
perhaps  substantial directivity at the crossover frequency. 
It is a common misconception that dome mids and tweet-
ers radiate as radially vibrating hemispheres. However, the 
fact is that they radiate pretty much as pistons and have the 
same directivity issues as cone drivers. A comparison of high-
frequency (greater than 10 kHz) on- and off-axis responses 
of dome tweeters tested in Voice Coil’s Test Bench column 
will clearly reveal this fact (See Figure 6).

  One method that has been used to smooth the directivity 
transition in systems using cone drivers is slot loading, which 

is a technique in which the opening in the woofer baffle is 
restricted so that it appears acoustically smaller that it other-
wise would, thereby widening the beam width in the upper 
portion of the woofer’s range. Some of the highly-regarded 
BBC monitoring speakers used this approach.2 Slot loading 
acts as an acoustical low-pass filter, a fact that must be taken 
into account in crossover design.

Sensitivity: Although attenuators can be included in cross-
over networks, network design is simplified if the woofer and 
tweeter have essentially the same sensitivity.

Let’s consider a worked example. If we were to design a 
three-way speaker system using the Eminence Delta 12LFC 
woofer, Eminence Alpha-6C midrange, and Tang Band 
28-1582S tweeter, with design objectives of 95 dBSPL long-
term at 4 m on axis, 90° × 90° beam width (45° × 45° half-

Figure 5: Smooth transition in directivity

Figure 6: Normalized on- and off-axis frequency response of 

ScanSpeak D3400/602010 1" dome tweeter (Voice Coil, January 

2009, p. 7)

Figure 7: Composite 

directivity of system
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angle), assuming the use of a second-order crossover and a 
vented cabinet having an f3 of 70 Hz, we have the following 
considerations:

Frequency response:

Electrical Power and Excursion: F

g a vented 

-

Directivity: Using the curves in Figure 2, we find that the 

Figure 6

Putting It Together
-

-

crossover from mid to tweeter that would to allow us to cross 
-

Figure 7 

-

were used for the tweeter, the beam width could be made 

VC
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Acoustic Patents
By James Croft, Croft Acoustical

The following loudspeaker-related patent was filed 
primarily under the Office of Patent and Trademarks 

classification 181 for acoustical devices and 381 for electri-
cal-signal processing systems and HO4R for international 
patents (see Figure 1). This also includes new patent appli-
cations that are published in the Patent Application Journal. 
Before discussing this month’s patent, I need to make a 
small correction to the US2011/0188699 that appeared in 
Voice Coil,  October 2011. The assignee was listed as Sony, 
but instead should have read KB Seirien, Ltd. 

DIPOLE AND MONOPOLE SURROUND SOUND 
SPEAKER SYSTEM
Patent Number: U.S. 8,041,061
Inventors: Charles Emory Hughes, II (Milford, PA), Olin 
Daniel Williford (Milford, PA)
Assignee: Altec Lansing, LLC (Milford, PA) 
Filed: October 4, 2004
U.S. Class: 381/304
Granted: October 18, 2011, 20 Claims, 22 Drawings

Abstract From Patent
A speaker system utilizes dipole speaker drivers in con-

Figure 1a: This is a diagram of U.S. 8,041,061. b: An inside view

a)

b)
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junction with monopole speaker drivers in a listening 
area to disperse a surround-sound effect to a listener. The 
dipole speaker drivers are physically mounted on top of the 
front left and right speakers and are angled in a way that 
the surround information is delivered to the listener via 
wall/room reflections. By reflecting the sound off the walls, 
the system provides a delayed diffuse audio signal from the 
dipole speakers, enhancing the surround effect.

Independent Claims
1. A speaker system having one speaker unit for use at 

the front left of a listener location and one speaker unit for 
use at the front right of the listener location, comprising: a 
right speaker unit having a right monopole driver directed 
at the listener location and a right dipole driver that con-
sists of a single driver directed in a direction other than 
toward the listener location, said right dipole driver hav-
ing a front output and a rear output directed in opposite 
directions toward at least two walls and reflected toward 
the listener location, said right dipole driver having an area 
of consistently lower output directed at the listener loca-
tion; and, a left speaker unit having a left monopole driver 
directed at the listener location and a left dipole driver 
directed in a direction other than toward the listener loca-
tion, said left dipole driver having a front output and a rear 
output directed in opposite directions toward at least two 
walls and reflected toward the listener location, said left 
dipole driver having an area of consistently lower output 
directed at the listener location, wherein said right dipole 
driver and said left dipole driver each consist of a single 
driver, the rear of said single driver being at least partially 
exposed, wherein a first enclosure surrounds at least four 
sides of said right monopole driver, including a side to the 
rear of said right monopole driver, and a second enclosure 
surrounds at least four sides of said left monopole driver, 
including a side to the rear of said left monopole driver. 

12. A method for providing a surround sound effect, 
the method comprising the steps of: positioning a left 
monopole speaker to the front left of a listener location in 
a room, wherein the left monopole speaker provides a first 
signal directed at the listener location; positioning a right 
monopole speaker to the front right of the listener location 
in the room, wherein the right monopole speaker provides 
a second signal directed at the listener location; positioning 
a left dipole speaker that consists of a single driver to the 
front left of the listener location in the room, wherein the 
left dipole speaker provides a third signal having an area 
of consistently lower output directed at the listener loca-
tion; directing the left dipole speaker in a direction other 
than toward the listener location, wherein the left dipole 
speaker provides a front output and a rear output directed 
in opposite directions toward at least two walls and 
reflected toward the listener location; positioning a right 
dipole speaker that consists of a single driver to the front 
right of a listener location in the room, wherein the right 
dipole speaker provides a fourth signal having an area of 
consistently lower output directed at the listener location; 
and directing the right dipole speaker in a direction other 

than toward the listener location, wherein the right dipole 
speaker provides a front output and a rear output directed 
in opposite directions toward at least two walls and reflect-
ed toward the listener location, wherein said right dipole 
speaker and said left dipole speaker each consist of a single 
driver, the rear of said single driver being at least partially 
exposed, wherein a first enclosure surrounds at least four 
sides of said right monopole speaker, including a rear side 
of said right monopole speaker, and a second enclosure 
surrounds at least four sides of said left monopole speaker, 
including a rear side of said left monopole speaker.

17. A system for providing a surround sound effect to a 
listening area, the system comprising: a front left speaker 
having a left monopole driver and a left dipole driver that 
consists of a single driver, the left monopole driver being 
directed at the listening area and the left dipole driver 
rotated to the left of the left monopole driver such that 
the left dipole driver is directed in a direction other than 
toward the listener location, a front output and a rear 
output of the left dipole driver are directed in opposite 
directions toward at least two walls and reflected toward 
the listener location, and an area of consistently lower 
output of the left dipole driver is directed towards the 
listening area; and a front right speaker having a right 
monopole driver and a right dipole driver that consists of 
a single driver, the right monopole driver being directed 
at a listening area and the right dipole driver rotated to 
the right of the right monopole driver such that the right 
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dipole driver is directed in a direction other than toward 
the listener location, a front output and a rear output of 
the right dipole driver are directed in opposite directions 
toward at least two walls and reflected toward the listener 
location, and an area of consistently lower output of the 
right dipole driver is directed towards the listening area, 
wherein said right dipole driver and said left dipole driver 
each consist of a single driver, the rear of said single driver 
being at least partially exposed, wherein a first enclosure 
surrounds at least four sides of said right monopole 
driver, including a side to the rear of said right monopole 
driver, and a second enclosure surrounds at least four 
sides of said left monopole driver, including a side to the 
rear of said left monopole driver. 

Reviewer Comments 
There are many systems architectures and signal proces-

sors that have been developed over the last few decades 
for the purpose of spatializing two-channel and/or two 
loudspeaker systems. They tend to fall into two catego-
ries: 1) two channels of stereo—binaural or 5.1 converted 
to two channels, combined with cross-talk cancellation 
signal processing; or 2) singular or dual front speaker 
systems arranged to provide left/right signals direct to 
the listener’s head, and to also deliver surround channel 
signals directed away from the listener, such that they 
arrive back at the listener’s head only after reflecting off 
of at least one sidewall, creating a source of sound beside 

GOOD VIBRATIONS
SINCE 1969

www.beyma.com

beyond making sound
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or behind the listener.
 The system concept reviewed here falls into the latter 

category. In this category of separate direct and surround 
reflected sounds, the prior art systems either use isolated 
beam steering of each channel, or use a form of direct 
sound combined with a gradient or dipole secondary 
speaker to create a low-acoustic, energy null-zone oriented 
toward the listener and a higher output axis directed away 
from the listener, to one or more reflective surfaces, creat-
ing an arrival from a direction other than the front of the 
room.

 Disclosed is a left and right loudspeaker enclosure 
system wherein the left, right, and center channel signals 
from a 5.1 surround-sound program signal are delivered 
by left and right direct radiating transducers aimed toward 
the listener. On top of the enclosure containing the direct 
radiating transducer aimed at the listener, is a second 
transducer and baffle, arranged to create a dipole sound 
source with the axial output from the transducer operat-
ing in dipole mode, oriented away from the listener, such 
that one axis is directed to a nearest sidewall and the other 
axis directed at an angle to the front wall surface behind 
the loudspeakers.

 The strengths of this type of system are its simplicity 
and ability to spatialize the upper surround-channel fre-
quencies very effectively. Unfortunately, the bandwidth 
of the dipole surround transducer is dependent on, and 
limited by, the dimension of the baffle size on which the 

transducer is mounted. Near the frequency associated with 
a half-wavelength, relative to the average dimension of the 
dipole baffle, the surround transducer output will have 
a high pass characteristic and fall at 6 dB/octave below 
that half-wavelength frequency. In the production version 
of the Altec device based on this patent, the baffle size is 
less than 6", and therefore the bandwidth of the surround 
channels is limited to approximately 1.1 kHz and above.

 The effectiveness of the surround sound field produced 
can be rather satisfying if room boundaries are coopera-
tively located and reasonably reflective.

The concept was developed for low-cost devices and the 
production version (Altec device GT5051, discontinued) 
sold for $149 for the complete system. 

As often is the case, this design was anticipated by a 
number of prior art products and patents. Most signifi-
cant, is that of U.S. Publication 2004/012571 by Mark 
Dodd of KEF, wherein essentially the same type of sys-
tem (except using a distributed mode transducer for the 
dipole) is disclosed (produced as the KEF KIT100, Instant 
Theater) and filed prior to the Altec/Hughes filing. The 
KEF publication was not sited in the Altec/Hughes pat-
ent, whereas if it had been, this patent may not have been 
granted; at least not with the current claim set.

That said, this architecture, even though environmen-
tally dependent, can be reasonably effective in creating a 
simple low-cost surround sound system from only two 
loudspeaker enclosures. VC
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Test Bench
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Figure 1: Family of BMS 15N850v2 impedance curves created from 

the LEAP 5 LTD parameter calculation process

Two BMS Drivers Put to the 
Test  Bench
By Vance Dickason

This month’s Test Bench drivers were both submitted by 
well known German Pro Sound transducer manufac-

turer, BMS. The first driver I examined was the BMS 15" 
15N850v2 neodymium extended low-frequency woofer, 
followed by a unique product, the BMS coaxial 2" compres-
sion driver, the 4592ND. The horn I used this month for 
the BMS 4592ND was provided by DDS, the CFD 2-60A 
Pro 2" 60 × 40 horn.

BMS was founded in 1994 in Hanover, Germany. In a rela-
tively short time (short time when compared to JBL that was 
founded in 1946), it has developed a world-wide reputation 
for sound quality and reliability. Their customer list is impres-
sive and includes JBL, Genelac, Yorkville, EAW, Tannoy, and 
L Acoustics to name a few. The company’s R&D, sales and 
marketing, and warehousing are located in Hanover with its 
primary factory located in Sofia, Bulgaria. ISO 9001-2000 
certified since 2006, BMS is a highly vertically integrated 
company and manufactures the majority of its own driver 
parts; including voice coils, CNC machining, plastic parts 
forming, diaphragm forming, painting, and other manufac-
turing functions. This month, I received the 15" extended 
low-frequency neodymium motor woofer, the 15N850v2 
that features a rather high-rated nominal power handling of 
1200 W (AES).

The BMS 15N850v2 is the second version of the 15" neo 
15N850 released five years ago. Like its predecessor, the 
15N850v2 is built on a proprietary eight-spoke cast alumi-
num frame that is further CNC machined at the factory to 
guarantee better contact between the frame and the motor 
system for an enhanced thermal contact, supplemented by a 
special silicone compound for better heat transfer. The frame 
is also additionally machined on the spider mounting shelve 
to ensure a ±0.05-mm vertical dimension to avoid DC offset 
by getting an exact magnetic center location.  For cooling, the 
frame has 48 5 mm × 13 mm vents located between the spider 
mounting shelf and the back of the frame. The cone assembly 
is comprised of a 15"-diameter, double-coated (for moisture 
resistance) curved profile, carbon fiber-filled paper cone with 
a 6"-diameter coated paper dust cap. Compliance is provided 
by a two-roll coated cloth “M” surround and a 6.5"-diameter 
cloth spider mounted on an aluminum ring. Driving this 
assembly is a 100-mm (4") diameter voice coil wound both 
inside and outside with round copper wire on a proprietary 
0.22-mm thick glass fiber former. BMS refers to this as a 
“sandwich” voice coil. Heavy insulated tinsel lead wire are 
terminated to a pair of chrome color coded push terminals.

Testing for the BMS 15N850v2 commenced using the 
LinearX LMS and VIBox to produce both voltage and admit-
tance (current) curves with the driver clamped to a rigid test 
fixture in free-air at 1 V, 3 V, 6 V, 10 V, 15 V, 20 V, and 30 V, 

however, the device was still measuring very linear at 30 V and 
would likely have been good at 50 to 60 V, but with 94 to 95 
dB sensitivity, it gets extremely loud, even with ear protectors. 
Going with the established protocol for Test Bench, the fixed 
Mmd method was used rather than the added mass or the 
test box method for obtaining the Vas of the driver. This data 
was provided by BMS transducer engineer Svetly Alexandrov.

Next, the 14 550-point stepped sine wave sweeps for each 
sample were post-processed and the voltage curves divided 
by the current curves to derive impedance curves, phase 
calculated and along with the accompanying voltage curves, 
imported to the LEAP 5 Enclosure Shop software. Obviously, 
this is a much more time consuming process that the usual 
single impedance low voltage curve method used for deriv-

Photo 1a: The BMS 15N850v2 top view. b: The 15N850v2 bottom 

view

a)

b)
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Figure 3: BMS 15N850v2 computer box simulations (black 

solid= vented 1 @ 2.83 V; Blue dash= vented 2@ 2.83 V; black 

solid= vented 1@ 36 V; blue dash= vented 2 @ 36 V)
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Figure 2: BMS 15N850v2 woofer free-air impedance plot
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Figure 4: Group delay curves for the 2.83-V curves in Figure 3 Figure 5: Cone excursion curves for the 100-V curves in Figure 3

Figure 6: Klippel Analyzer Bl (X) curve for the BMS 15N850v2 Figure 7: Klippel Analyzer Bl symmetry range curve for the 

BMS 15N850v2

Figure 8: Klippel Analyzer mechanical stiffness of suspension 

Kms (X) curve for the BMS 15N850v2

Figure 9: Klippel Analyzer Kms symmetry range curve for the 

BMS 15N850v2
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ing Thiele-Small parameters (see Figure 1 for the family of 
impedance curves created by this process). The obvious ther-
mal change is due to playing a 200-Hz sine tone at the sweep 
voltage level from 10 to 50 seconds between sweeps in order 
to approximate the 3rd thermal time constant. The reason for 
using this method, if you haven’t been following this column 
for a number of years, is that the LEAP 5 LTD model results 
in a much more accurate prediction of excursion at high 
voltage levels, which is one of the real forte’s of the LEAP 5 
software and why I use it for Test Bench testing. 

Because most TS data provided by OEM manufacturers is 
being produced using either a standard method or the LEAP 4 
TSL model, I additionally created a LEAP 4 TSL model using 
the 1-V free-air curves. The complete data set, the multiple 

voltage impedance curves for the LTD model (see Figure 2 
for the woofer 1-V free-air impedance curve) and the 1-V 
impedance curves for the TSL model were selected in the 
Transducer Derivation menu in LEAP 5 and the parameters 
created for the computer enclosure simulations. Table 1 com-
pares the LEAP 5 LTD and TSL data and factory parameters 
for both BMS 15N850v2 samples.

Parameter measurement results for the BMS 15N850v2 

showed fairly close agreement with the factory published data, 
with the exception of the sensitivity, the difference being that 
my data showed sensitivity at 2.83 V, while BMS uses the 1 W/1 
m criteria with a 5.6 Ω Re that yields a somewhat larger num-
ber. Two other variances occurred. Given this, I followed my 
usual protocol and programmed computer enclosure simula-
tions using the LEAP 5’s LTD parameters for Sample 1. This 
included two vented alignments, both recommended in the BMS 
brochure for this driver, a 1.77 ft3 QB3 box with 15% fiberglass 
fill material tuned to 43 Hz, and a 2.64 ft3 Extended Bass 
Shelf (EBS) vented alignment enclosure with 15% fiberglass 

    TSL model  LTD model  Factory

sample 1  sample 2     sample 1 sample 2

Fs 39.0 Hz    42.0 Hz 37.7 Hz    40.3 Hz 37.0 Hz   

Revc 4.84 4.73 4.84 4.73 5.6

Sd 0.085     0.085 0.085   0.085          0.0845

Qms 5.42 5.20 5.46       5.76            7.38   

Qes 0.33 0.33 0.33 0.36           0.34  

Qts 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.34 0.33    

Vas 95.9 ltr     82.6 ltr 103.3 ltr     90.4 ltr          111.0 ltr   

SPL 2.83 V 94.3 dB    94.5 dB      94.1 dB    94.0 dB          95 dB 1 W/1 m

Xmax 12 mm    12 mm       12 mm     12 mm 12 mm   
Table 1: BMS 15N850v2

Figure 10: Klippel Analyzer L(X) curve for the BMS 15N850v2
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Figure 11: BMS 15N850v2 on-axis frequency response
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Figure 12: BMS 15N850v2 on-axis and off-axis frequency response
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metry range curve shows a minor 0.27 mm forward offset at 
5-mm excursion point (where the data is more reliable), again 
decreasing to practically no offset at the physical Xmax for 
this driver. Displacement limiting numbers calculated by the 
Klippel analyzer for the BMS 15N850v2 were XBl @ 70% 
(Bl decreasing to 70% of its maximum value) was 14.5 mm 
(2.5 mm beyond Xmax!) and for XC @ 50% (compliance 
decreasing to 50% of its maximum value) was 13.8 mm, 
which means that for the BMS 15N850v2, the compliance is 
the limiting factor for the prescribed distortion level of 20% 
for using this driver as a subwoofer, and again, this number 
is beyond the physical Xmax of the driver. Data this good is 
about as good as it gets.  

Figure 10 gives the inductance curve L(X) for the BMS 
woofer. Inductance will typically increase in the rear direc-
tion from the zero rest position as the voice coil covers more 
pole area unless the driver incorporates a shorting ring, and 
the BMS 15" incorporates a triple aluminum shorting ring 
format. This is readily apparent in the L(X) curve. As you 
can see, the inductance variation is extremely small, only 0.04 
to 0.07 mH from rest to Xmax in either direction. Minimal 
inductance variation is critical to a low distortion and accurate 
sounding driver.

Even though the BMS 15" is intended as a low-frequency 
extended woofer, a pro sound subwoofer category, this driver 
could of course be used in a multi-way speaker equally suc-
cessfully. Figure 11 gives the on-axis response for this driver, 
with is ±1.1 dB up to the about 1200 Hz with the high-
pass roll off beginning about 2.5 kHz. The on- and off-axis 
response from 0 to 45° is displayed in Figure 12. The –3 dB 
frequency at the 30° off-axis response with respect to the on-
axis response occurs at about 1.2 kHz, probably a good upper 
crossover point for this driver.

For the last body of testing on the BMS 15" woofer, I used 
the Listen, Inc. SoundCheck analyzer and SCM microphone 
and power supply (courtesy of Listen, Inc.) to measure distor-

tion. Since this driver is really meant for 
subwoofer applications, I dispensed with 
the time frequency plots. Setting up for 
the distortion measurement consisted of 
mounting the woofer rigidly in free-air, 
and the SPL set to 104 dB at 1 m (10.6 V) 
using a noise stimulus (SoundCheck has a 
software generator and SPL meter as two of 
its utilities), and then the distortion mea-
sured with the SCM microphone placed 
10 cm from the dust cap. This produced 
the distortion curves shown in Figure 13. 

The BMS15N850v2 is the first woofer I 
have been able to evaluate from BMS, and 
as can be seen from the above analysis, plus 
the overall excellent fit and finish that I can 
observe, this is a very well-crafted product. 
I was especially impressed with the extent 
(extra CNC processing on the bottom of 
the frame) the company went to ensure the 
cone assemble was positioned nearly per-
fectly at the magnetic center of the motor. 

fill material and tuned to 35 Hz.   
Figure 3 displays the results for the BMS 15N850v2 in the 

QB3 and EBS vented boxes at 2.83 V and at a voltage level 
sufficiently high enough to increase cone excursion to Xmax 
+ 15% (13.8 mm for the BMS 15"). This produced a –3 dB 
frequency of 56 Hz (–6dB = 46 Hz) for the QB3 enclosure 
and F3 = 48 Hz (F6 = 36 Hz) for the EBS-vented simula-
tion. Increasing the voltage input to the simulations until the 
maximum linear cone excursion was reached resulted in 124 
dB at 100 V for the QB3 enclosure simulation and 123.5 dB 
with the same 100-V input level for the larger vented box 
(see Figures 4 and 5 for the 2.83-V group delay curves and 
the 100-V excursion curves). Note that the criterion for these 
high excursion SPL numbers was the maximum excursion at 
25 Hz. If a 20 to 25 Hz high-pass filter were used, the SPL 
would higher.

Klippel analysis for BMS 15N850v2 (my analyzer is 
provided courtesy of Klippel GmbH), which as usual was 
performed by Patrick Turnmire, Red Rock Acoustics (author 
of the SpeaD and RevSpeaD transducer simulation software) 
produced the the Bl(X), Kms(X) and Bl and Kms Symmetry 
Range plots given in Figures 6 to 9. Like many of the pro 
sound companies that contribute samples to Voice Coil for 
this column, BMS has its own Klippel analyzer. 

The Bl(X) curve for the 15N850v2 (see Figure 6) is nicely 
broad and symmetrical typical of a high Xmax driver (12 
mm is substantial for a pro sound 15" woofer) with a very 
small amount of coil out (forward) offset. Looking at the 
Bl symmetry plot (see Figure 7), this curve shows negligible 
0.79 mm of forward (coil-out) offset in the 5 mm position 
(a more reliable number than at rest in this case) decreas-
ing to about 0.1 mm, at the drivers physical Xmax of 12 
mm, all of which is of no real consequence. Figures 8 and 
9 depict the Kms(X) and Kms symmetry range curves for 
the BMS 15N850v2. The Kms(X) curve is also symmetrical 
with small amount of forward coil out offset. The Kms sym-

Figure 13: BMS 15N850v2 SoundCheck distortion plots
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Photo 2: The BMS 4592ND neodymium driver and CFD 2-60A Pro 

2" horn

Figure 14: Cutaway drawing of the BMS 4592ND coaxial com-

pression driver

Figure 15: Horizontal and vertical polar plots for the DDS CFD 

2-60a 2" horn

Figure 16: BMS 4592ND midrange free air impedance plot
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Vance Dickason Consulting has been developing award 
winning products for numerous high profile brand 
names for over 20 years… experience that’s hard to find! 

With extensive experience in high-end off-wall, in-wall, 
on-wall, ceiling and subwoofer products plus close 
relationships with some of the worlds best speaker 
OEM’s and you have a combination of services that 
will accelerate your next product lineup.

We have all the best toys (Klippel, LEAP 5,
LMS, CLIO, MLSSA, LSPCad, FEA), so 
whether its multimedia, car audio, MI, 
Pro, two-channel or Home Theater 
(including THX®), VDC has the solutions.

Add to that an available design team that includes 
some of the best transducers engineers, industrial 
designers and marketing experts I know of in the 
industry and you have a winning combination that 
would cost well over $750,000 a year to keep in house. Figure 17: BMS 4592ND tweeter free air impedance plot
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Figure 18: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a on-axis response for both 

the midrange and the tweeter
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The second BMS product I evaluated this month was a very 
unique compression driver, the BMS 4592ND neodymium 
coax compression driver. BMS patented this technology in 
1997 and now has a four model line of coax (mid/tweeter) 
compression drivers, the 1.4" 4593ND and 4597ND, the 
1.5" 4595ND, and the subject of this month’s report, the 
2" 4592ND. The construction is very interesting and merits 
some explanation. Figure 14 shows a cutaway view of the 
BMS coaxial compression driver. As can be seen, the body of 
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Figure 19: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a midrange horizontal on 

and off-axis frequency response (0° = solid; 15° = dot; 30° = 

dash; 45° = dash/dot; 60° = dash)
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Figure 21: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a midrange vertical on and 

off-axis frequency response (0° = solid; 15° = dot; 30° = dash; 

45° = dash/dot; 60° = dash)
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Figure 20: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a tweeter horizontal on and 

off-axis frequency response (0° = solid; 15° = dot; 30° = dash; 

45° = dash/dot; 60° = dash)
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Figure 22: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a tweeter vertical on and off-

axis frequency response (0° = solid; 15° = dot; 30° = dash; 45°  

= dash/dot; 60° = dash)
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Figure 23: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a midrange two-sample SPL 

comparison

Figure 24: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a tweeter two-sample SPL 

comparison

the driver contains two separate subsystems, each driven by 
a separate motor structure, magnet and voice coil. The mid-
range diaphragm feeds in from around the peripheral of the 
phase plug and the tweeter diaphragm is located at the base 
of the phase plug.

 Specific features for the 4592ND include a 300 Hz to 
22 kHz bandwidth, Kapton voice coil formers wound with 
copper-clad aluminum wire (two layers on the inside of 
the former and two layers on the outside), 1.75" voice coil 
diameter for the tweeter, and 3.5" voice coil diameter for 
the midrange, two neo ring magnets, polyester diaphragms, 
1,000-W peak midrange power handling above 500 Hz and 
320-W peak for the high-frequency driver, and color-coded 
chrome push terminals for each coaxial section.

 The horn that was provided this month for the BMS coax-
ial compression driver came from the folks at DDS (Design 

Direct Sound), who make a complete line of fiberglass horns. 
For the BMS 4592ND, DDS provided me with their CFD 
2-60A Pro 2" horn. The CFD 2-60A Pro is a smaller format 
60° × 40° horn designed for applications where large size 60° 
horns will not fit (see Figure 15 for the horizontal and verti-
cal 1/3 octave polar plots for the DDS CFD 2-60A horn). 
Specifications include a 1 kHz to 18 kHz frequency range, 
113.9 dB sensitivity, nominal gain of +5.9 dB, and a directiv-
ity factor (Q) of 15.7 (+2.4–3.7).

 I decided to present the test data for BMS midrange/
tweeter simultaneously rather each separately. As usual I began 
with 200-point LMS impedance sweeps for both midrange 
and tweeter, with and without the horn attached. Figure 16 
gives the midrange impedance with the primary resonance 
without the horn of 375 Hz, and 281 Hz with the DDS CFD 
2-60A horn attached. This also had a minimum impedance 
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respectively, while Figures 21 to 22 present the vertical 
response. The final SPL measurements were to compare the 
two coaxial sections of sample A with sample B, illustrated for 
the midrange and tweeter in Figures 23 to 24, respectively. 
Both sections had a close match within 0.5 dB within the 
drivers operating range.

 For the final set of measurements, I again fired up the 
Listen, Inc. SoundCheck analyzer and SCM ¼” microphone 
to produce distortion and time decay plots. Starting with 
the distortion plots, I set the SPL of both sections of the 
4592ND/DDS CFD horn combination to 104 dB SPL at 
1 m, which took 1.47 V for the tweeter, and 1.7 V for the 
midrange. I next located the microphone 10 cm from the 
mouth of the horn, and produced the two distortion plots 
see in Figure 25 for the midrange (measured from 500 Hz) 

and Figure 26 for the tweeter (measured 
from 5 kHz).

 Following this, I created impulse 
response curves for the midrange and 
tweeter at 2.83 V/1 m and loaded this 
data into Listen, Inc. SoundMap software 
to produce Cumulative Spectral Decay 
(Waterfall) plots and Short Time Fourier 
Transform (STFT) plots. Figures 27 and 
28 give the Waterfall plots for the horn/
driver combination of the midrange and 
tweeter respectively, while Figures 29 and 
30 display the STFT plots.

 The performance and build quality of 
the BMS 4592ND is quite good, and the 
DDS CFD 2-60a horn produced a nice 
compact combination for this test. For 
more information, visit www.bmspro.com 
or www.ddshorns.com. VC

of 10 Ω and an 8.43-Ω DCR. For the tweeter, as you might 
expect (see Figure 17), the horn really didn’t impact the 
impedance with the primary resonance at 7.2 kHz. Minimum 
impedance (above resonance) for the tweeter is 11 Ω with a 
6.64-Ω DCR.

 Next, I mounted the horn/compression driver combina-
tion in free-air without a baffle and produced on- and off-axis 
frequency response curves out to 60° off from 300 Hz to 
40 kHz. Figure 18 gives the tweeter and midrange on-axis 
response showing the overlapping range for each section of 
the 4592ND coax compression driver. Next, I proceeded to 
measure each section of the 4592ND from 0 to 60° in both 
the horizontal and vertical planes, 300 Hz to 40 kHz for the 
midrange, and 3 kHz to 40  kHz for the tweeter. Figures 19 
to 20 illustrate the midrange and tweeter horizontal response 

Figure 25: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a midrange SoundCheck distortion plots

Figure 26: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a tweeter SoundCheck distortion plots

 

Test Bench is an open forum for OEM 
driver manufacturers in the industry 
and all OEMs are invited to submit 
samples to Voice Coil for inclusion in the 
monthly Test Bench column. 

Any woofer, midrange, or tweeter an 
OEM manufacture feels is representative 
of their work, is welcome to send sam-
ples. Contact Voice Coil Editor Vance 
Dickason to discuss which drivers are 
being submitted. 
Samples should be sent in pairs and 
addressed to:

Vance Dickason Consulting
333 S. State St., #152
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
(503-557-0427)
vdc@northwest.com

Submissions for 
Test Bench
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Figure 28: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a tweeter SoundCheck 

CSD waterfall plot

Figure 27: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a midrange SoundCheck 

CSD waterfall plot

Figure 29: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a midrange SoundCheck 

CSD STFT plot

Figure 30: BMS 4592ND/CFD 2-60a tweeter SoundCheck CSD 

STFT plot
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By Vance Dickason

CEDIA Sets the Gold Standard
The Custom Electronic Design & Installation Association 

(CEDIA) Expo was honored by Trade Show Executive magazine 
as one of 100 shows that set the gold standard for the exposition 
industry. CEDIA Expo was recently recognized as one of the 
largest shows of 2010 at Trade Show Executive’s Gold 100 Awards 
Gala & Summit. Trade Show Executive’s Gold 100 awards recog-
nize the year’s largest tradeshows as measured in square footage, 
economic contribution, innovation and green initiatives. CEDIA 
Expo increased its ranking from number 57 for the 2009 show 
to number 45 for 2010.

 The CEDIA Expo, held annually since 1991, is the residential 
electronic systems industry’s premier event for new products, edu-
cation and networking. The CEDIA Expo 2010 included 453 
total exhibitors, an increase of 6% over 2009. Of those exhibi-
tors, 90 were making their first appearance at CEDIA Expo. 
Attendance held steady with modest growth from 2009-2010. 
Nearly 20% of attendees were first-time visitors to CEDIA Expo. 
The CEDIA Expo 2012 will be held at the Indiana Convention 
Center in Indianapolis Sept. 5–8, 2012. More information about 
the event is available at www.cedia.org/expo. 

Reverse Trike Sports Audio Gear
Rockford Fosgate car audio gear will be available 

Industry Watch
on an OEM basis for the first time in the motorcycle 
and power sports vehicle niche, with the SEMA show 
launch of the Tanom Motors Invader TC-3 reverse trike. 
Rockford Fosgate-branded audio systems are available 
from such automakers as Nissan, Mitsubishi, and Suzuki. 
 The Invader’s “reverse trike” configuration features two steer-
ing front wheels, one rear drive wheel, an enclosed cockpit 
surrounded by a fiberglass body, two side-by-side bucket 
seats, controls similar to those in sports cars, and a factory-
installed Rockford Fosgate audio system with a 300-W, four-
channel amplifier and four 6.5" full-range speakers.

More Black Friday Shoppers Visited Real Stores 
Despite the rise in online and mobile shopping, more than 

152 million consumers visited brick-and-mortar stores over 
November 2011’s Black Friday weekend, up 27% from last 
year, a new poll shows. The survey, conducted by the National 
Retail Federation (NRF) and BIGresearch, shows that 74 mil-
lion people definitely planned to hit the stores Thanksgiving 
weekend, while another 77 million said they would do so if 
the bargains were worth braving the cold and the crowds. 
 But even if they weren’t buying online, a significant number 
of those consumers were expected to use the web and mobile 
devices to track in-store promotions. Nearly one-quarter said 
they would seek out coupon websites like RetailMeNot.com 
and FatWallet.com; a third would specifically keep track 
of the e-mail coupons they received from retailers; 17.3% 
would monitor retailers’ Facebook pages; and 11.3% would 
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check out group buying sites like Groupon and LivingSocial. 
 The numbers were even higher for tablet-owning holiday 
shoppers: 21.3% said they would use their devices to seek out 
group buying sites and 31.2%  planned to check out retailers’ 
Facebook pages. 

Accordingly, 84.2% of retailers would send an e-mail to 
their customers about Black Friday deals, up from 80% 
last year, and nearly three-quarters (73.7%) would use their 
Facebook page to reach shoppers, up from the 57.1%  in 
2010, a separate BIGresearch poll shows. Many retailers also 
utilized their website’s home page (50%) and Twitter (57.9%) 
to announce and promote Black Friday deals, according to 
the survey, which was commissioned by Shop.org, the NRF’s 
online arm. Still, the largest percent of respondents (50.5%) 
continued to scour advertising circulars to learn about Black 
Friday promotions and about a third turned to retailers’ TV 
commercials, the survey showed. 
 

CEA Experts Testify Before Congress
The Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) brought 

15 venture capitalists specializing in Internet innovation 
to Washington on October 27, 2011, to tell members of 
Congress first-hand how the PROTECT IP Act would 
undermine the vital web economy. The list of venture capi-
talists set to meet with members of Congress and their staff 
tomorrow included: Brad Burnham and Fred Wilson, Union 
Square Ventures; Bijan Sabet, Spark Capital; Mike Masnick, 
Floor64; Derek Dukes, Dipity; David Ulevitch, OpenDNS; 

Slava Rubin, IndieGoGo; Zack Rosen, Chapter Three LLC; 
and Derek Parham, independent angel investor. Many of 
these venture capitalists sent a letter to Congress in June out-
lining their objections to the legislation. 

“The PROTECT IP Act would kill jobs and innovation 
and slow down one of the few bright spots of economy,” 
said CEA President and CEO Gary Shapiro, who today 
devoted his Forbes column to the issues with the legisla-
tion. “We hope these entrepreneurs’ unique views of how 
to stimulate innovation in a downtrodden economy will 
resonate with Congress and lead to meaningful changes in 
the bill.” 

 The PROTECT IP Act, formally known as the Preventing 
Real Online Threats to Economic Creativity and Theft of 
Intellectual Property Act, would allow copyright owners 
simply to accuse a website of infringement, which could 
lead to that site being shut down by court order and wiped 
clean from the Internet. Any website would be subject to 
liability, and non-infringing sites could be inadvertently 
shut down under the proposal. The law is so far-reaching 
that it would force Internet providers to block all access to 
the allegedly illegal site. “The notoriously litigious content 
industry could simply accuse a site that it is selling a prod-
uct that could ‘enable or facilitate’ a copyright infringe-
ment, thereby allowing accusations to shut down sites 
vital to the Internet economy,” Shapiro concluded. “This 
scenario is unacceptable and could lead to mass shut downs 
of websites and Internet-enabled services.” VC
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The “Must Have” reference for  
                loudspeaker engineering professionals.

       Home, Car, or Home Theater!
Back and better than ever, this 7th edition

provides everything you need to become a

better speaker designer. If you still have a  

3rd, 4th, 5th or even the 6th edition of the 

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook, you are  

missing out on a tremendous amount of  

new and important information!

Now including: Klippel analysis of drivers,

a chapter on loudspeaker voicing, advice  

on testing and crossover changes, and so

much more! Ships complete with bonus CD

containing over 100 additional figures and

a full set of loudspeaker design tools.

A $99 value!

Yours today for just $39.95.

Shop for this book, and many
other Audio Amateur products,
at www.cc-webshop.com.





B&C SPEAKERS spa

via Poggiomoro 1, località Vallina
I-50012 Bagno a Ripoli (Firenze)  
tel. +39 055 65721
fax +39 055 6572312  
mail@bcspeakers.com

www.bcspeakers.com

18TBW100.

Next generation ferrite.
 
Deeper thinking.
The new 18TBW100 subwoofer from B&C clearly 
takes 18" ferrite Subwoofer performance to 
the next level. The unique 100mm, split 
voice coil has a significantly deeper winding 
than any of our current ceramic woofers. 
This provides more output, improved 
linearity, superior Xmax, better long term 
reliability and a higher continuous power rating.
 
The 18TBW100. Extreme performance, excellent 
value.
 
Tradition. Dedication. Knowledge.

made in Italy


